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A Comparison of Approaches to Advertising Measurement: Evidence from Big Field Experiments at Facebook
Brett R. Gordon, Florian Zettelmeyer, Neha Bhargava, Dan Chapsky
Observational methods often fail to accurately recover the treatment effects generated from randomized advertising experiments on Facebook.

Dynamic Online Pricing with Incomplete Information Using Multiarmed Bandit Experiments
Kanishka Misra, Eric M. Schwartz, Jacob Abernethy
We propose an alternative dynamic price experimentation policy that extends multiarmed bandit (MAB) algorithms from statistical machine learning to include microeconomic choice theory.
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This paper studies how time pressure and crowd pressure affect the effectiveness of product recommendations using the experimental data.
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We investigate whether social shows—television programs with high levels of online chatter—are beneficial for advertisers.

Consumer Response to Chapter 11 Bankruptcy: Negative Demand Spillover to Competitors
O. Cem Ozturk, Pradeep K. Chintagunta, Srim Venkataraman
We empirically study the effect of Chrysler's Chapter 11 bankruptcy filing on the quantity sold by its competitors in the U.S. auto industry.

On the Profitability of Stacked Discounts: Identifying Revenue and Cost Effects of Discount Framing
Necati Ertekin, Jeffrey D. Shulman, Haipeng (Allan) Chen
A multimethod investigation of how stacked discounts (e.g., "25% off, plus an extra 20% off") affect initial sales and product returns.

Practice Prize Paper—Managing Advertising Campaigns for New Product Launches: An Application at Mercedes-Benz
Marc Fischer
This paper introduces a new decision support tool to optimize advertising campaigns for new product launches based on learnings from an ex post analysis of prior campaigns.
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